Top 5 Reasons Stock Option Traders Should Consider Trading Futures Options
As an option trader, do you understand all of your option trading choices? It’s common for stock traders to focus on stock options. However, there is another option choice that every stock option trader should consider, and that choice is options on futures. This article will cover similarities and differences between stock options and futures options. Here are the top five reasons stock option traders should consider trading futures options:

1. **Diversification**
   
   Most stock option traders have all their eggs in one basket – and that basket often leans too heavily in one market direction or the other – which can have a disproportionately adverse effect on their account if the market moves the wrong way.

   Futures options provide an opportunity to invest in markets that are not correlated to the stock market and allow the trader to diversify and spread trading risk across a range of non-correlated markets like gold, crude oil, bonds, currencies, and any number of agriculture commodities.

2. **Pure Market Exposure**
   
   A stock or exchange-traded fund (ETF) option trader seeking exposure to crude would have a number of challenges: first, oil refining stocks are highly diversified beyond crude oil; second, ETFs like the United States Oil Fund (USO) use futures and swaps to create a crude oil price proxy; and third, often these instruments do not directly reflect the price action of the crude oil market.

   On the other hand, the crude oil futures option trader receives pure exposure to the crude oil market; each crude oil futures option controls one crude oil future made up of 1,000 barrels of West Texas Intermediate crude oil.

3. **No Earnings Surprises**
   
   The stock option trader all too often has to contend with the impact of news events – like when a company reports earnings, corporate actions, and declaration of dividends – all of which will influence the underlying stock price.

   None of these issues really come into play for a futures options trader. Major market index futures are diversified over many symbols so that one or even several stock symbols have a much smaller effect on the overall index price, which can help reduce short-term trading risk.

4. **Trading Anytime You Want To**
   
   Have you ever seen a dramatic news story after the market close and thought, “I wish I could trade that?” Stock option traders only have trading access during regular stock market hours. Futures options traders have access to global markets virtually 24 hours per day – five days a week. Geopolitical actions and economic events can occur at any time around the globe. A futures options trader has the ability to trade and manage risk during news events in real-time.
Take for example the Brexit vote on June 24, 2016 at 12:01 a.m. Eastern Time. Figure 1 shows the SPY ETF closing on June 23. If a stock option trader was long SPY call options at the close, they were fully exposed to any and all overnight price action related to Brexit with no way to close, adjust, or hedge their position. And when they could trade again in the morning of June 24, the market had gapped down against their position. However, with good liquidity throughout this entire news event, futures traders were able to take both long and short positions as needed overnight until the open of the next day (see Figure 2).

5. Tax Benefits

Finally, futures options provide tax benefits over stock options. Under IRS rules, short-term stock option profits are taxed 100% as regular income, whereas 60% of profits on futures options are taxed as capital gains and 40% of profits are taxed as regular income.

For example, a trader with $10,000 in stock option profits – assuming a 30% tax bracket – would owe $3,000 in taxes. That same trader with $10,000 in futures options profits would pay 15% capital gains tax on 60% of the gain ($6,000 × .15 = $900) and 30% regular income tax on 40% of the gain ($4,000 × .30 = $1,200), for a total tax owed of $2,100, a savings of $900 over stock options.

Summary

As we explored in this article, there are many similarities between stock options and futures options. The trading strategies the stock option trader is familiar with translate directly to the futures options market. Plus, there are differences that translate to added benefits, flexibility and opportunity in trading futures options, expanding trading possibilities for the stock option trader.
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